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Cthulu is on the run after stealing the moon!
Use the moon to influence the waves to avoid
missiles and jagged rocks down below. Enjoy
two different gameplay modes as you make
your way through the increasingly challenging
levels that test your abilities. The main
campaign will follow the adventure of Cthulu
who stole the moon due to his need for the
power to control waves on his own planet in
his own galaxy and finds himself on Earth
while he attempts to escape from NASA and
other enemies in his path. The endless runner
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mode will allow players to control Cthulu as
they challenge personal records for distance
for themselves and others playing the game
and this also facilitates harvesting coins for
upgrades for use in the game. About The
Game Darkarta: A Broken Heart's Quest:
Cthulu is on the run after stealing the moon!
Use the moon to influence the waves to avoid
missiles and jagged rocks down below. Enjoy
two different gameplay modes as you make
your way through the increasingly challenging
levels that test your abilities. The main
campaign will follow the adventure of Cthulu
who stole the moon due to his need for the
power to control waves on his own planet in
his own galaxy and finds himself on Earth
while he attempts to escape from NASA and
other enemies in his path. The endless runner
mode will allow players to control Cthulu as
they challenge personal records for distance
for themselves and others playing the game
and this also facilitates harvesting coins for
upgrades for use in the game. Key Features: Both campaign and endless runner mode
gameplay - Different locations to explore as
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you make your way through the increasingly
challenging levels - Smooth and easy
gameplay control - Use the moon to influence
the waves to avoid missiles and jagged rocks
down below. - A high quality music soundtrack
- The story is accompanied by gorgeous
texturing and lighting in both 2D and 3D Stunning visuals and audio - Level editor with
a user interface that's simple and effective. Network play function and score board, etc. Various game modes and game difficulty Online ranking - Highly customizable avatar
and helmet - Easy game management. Stunning and beautiful graphics. - Powerful
control commands. - Continuous support and
management. - Great fun for all ages - All
Achievements will appear in the game. - Very
easy to learn - Easy to add your own content Support Wikipedia. - Encrypted files for safety
of your information - Music and sound effects
are all free
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Leenie Boog Features Key:
48 levels
Continue playing to keep your progress
Permadeath mode lets you see how you would have done in death with a 3 star rating
Money & Stars counter
Fast and fun playtime
Retro style interface and controls
More levels are coming soon, we have many variations for you guys
If you can’t play this game due to price or download limitations, please support me with a small amount
here on Patreon.

How to play Speed Mazing Game
This game is very fast paced so you need to move, move, move to the end with all your fingers! You need to
jump and land with the right position before you run out of time. Each time you fail a game you will lose all
your stars and you will need to start over from the beginning. Each star you earn is a game you can add
more lives into the game.

How to earn stars in Speed Mazing Game
You need to get a Stars if you want to pass some of the levels. Each level you passed gets you one star. A
star gives you more option to try harder or to just complete the level.

How to get this game for free
If you don’t like Speed Mazing Game then you can always go to iTunes and get this game for free! If you
have an older version you will probably need to delete it first. Go to App Store and search for Speed Mazing
and download it!

Tested on iOS 9.0.1
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